October Project – Be Genuine Top by Ellie and Mac
This is a confident beginner pattern where we will practice bands/binding, top stitching,
attaching a hood and lining.
-Go to https://www.ellieandmac.com/collections/juniors-womens-patterns/products/be-genuine-toppattern?aff=1296 to download the pattern. We will have a master copy to trace your size from in the
shop but you need to purchase the pattern so as not to infringe on copyright laws and that we give
credit where credit is due. We will be asking for proof of purchase at the beginning of class. If you are
unfamiliar with pdf patterns, not to worry! We can show you how it all works and help you purchase
right from your phone in class.
- See the pattern link for required fabric amount for your measured size as well as required stretch,
etc. There are lots of great options for fabric on this pattern. Rayon Spandex for a lighter weight, French
terry, supplex or athletic blends are also nice for a more stable or heavier weight.
- matching thread for your serger (4 spools)
- 3/8 grommets (I will supply the grommet tool)
- cording or drawstring (see pattern for measured size)
- pins or clips
- rotary tool or scissors to cut out your fabric and pattern
- Pattern weights (optional)
Online Fabric Stores www.knitpop.com
They have a great selection of double brushed poly, rayon spandex in both prints and solids at great
prices and they ship very fast
www.pheefabrics.com?aff=37
Their rayon spandex is a perfect weight for garments and the highest quality I’ve found. Their supplex is
high quality for a more athletic style. They also ship very fast. (affiliate link)
www.surgefabrics.com
Excellent pricing, great selection of athletic fabrics and fast shipping!
www.bowbuttonfabrics.com
Their AOS (athletic or swim) is excellent quality and weight and come in several cute prints. She has flat
rate shipping of $8 no matter how much you buy so you can really maximize your order.
www.thestyledmagnolia.com
Several custom prints in multiple fabric bases including Yoga and French terry. Fast shipping.

